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Charlie gave a hum and asked him: “Have the soldiers of the Wanlong Palace that I sent to
Northern Europe come back?”
“Not yet.” Abbas hurriedly said, “They have safely sent the three people to Hunter (Hamid),
Syria, an hour ago. They should have begun their return journey now.”
“Okay.” Charlie said: “Since talking about Syria, I have an idea and I want to communicate
with you.”
Abbas said without hesitation: “MR. Wade, you don’t need to ask your subordinates for
advice if you have anything you want. No matter what decision you make, your
subordinates will follow it 100%!”
Charlie waved his hand: “This matter is related to the future development of the Wanlong
Palace, so I will not only seek your opinion, but also the opinions of other Wanlong Palace
soldiers.”
After speaking, Charlie said again: “What I want to talk to you is the question of which
direction the Wanlong Palace should develop next.”

Abbas immediately reverently said: “MR. Wade, please say, your subordinates listen
carefully!”
Charlie nodded and said earnestly: “On the first day when forced him to go up to Wanlong
Palace and fell the grass as a bandit, what I thought was the future. Although the Wanlong
Palace is not a grass bandit, you have been mingling with war-torn countries and regions in
the world for a long time. The battle is based on more money and less money, not right or
wrong. After so many years, it is inevitable that there will be some help to abuse. Therefore,
although the Wanlong Temple is well-known, it is not a good reputation outside.”
Speaking of this, Charlie paused slightly and continued: “And now, all of your Wanlong
Temple has been under my Charlie’s command. So, I hope Wanlong Temple can complete
the transformation as soon as possible and gradually wash it out.”

Abbas said without hesitation: “MR. Wade, what you said, I had similar thoughts a long time
ago, but Wanlong Palace has many soldiers and huge expenses. With my ability, I have
never thought of how to lead everyone smoothly. Transformation, I don’t know if you have
any good ideas, MR. Wade?”
Charlie said seriously: “My current thinking is divided into three directions. The first is to
abandon all crooked ways and be a reasonable and legal justice mercenary; the second is to
engage in shipping security to ensure the safe passage of merchant ships in areas where
pirates are rampant. ; The third one is engaged in team project security, and developed and
developing countries provide overall security services for infrastructure projects in the third
world.”
With that, Charlie explained to everyone the directions he discussed with Orrin Sun that
night.
Among them, especially the second point of shipping security.
Because Charlie intends to find a way for Wanlongdian to build a base in Syria, with Syria as
the rear, to support their future escort work in the Gulf of Aden.
When he heard about the future transformation and defense of global merchant ships and
the infrastructure projects of various countries in the third world, the soldiers of the Banlong
Palace were also a little excited. This kind of work is not only reasonable and legal, but also
has a very positive and positive effect on society. The direction of Wanlongdian’s previous
business was hugely different.
Abbas was also very excited. He always wanted to make the Wanlong Temple white, but he
never found a direction, but after listening to Charlie’s words, he felt his eyes shine.
Therefore, he hurriedly asked Charlie: “MR. Wade, Wanlongdian’s reputation before is really
not very good. Do you think if we transform into shipping security and project security, can
customers buy it?”
Charlie smiled and said: “Yesu Shipping has received tens of billions of euros in capital
injection, and will become the world’s top shipping company by then. By then, I will hand all
shipping security work to Wanlongdian. As long as you can take this opportunity, To gain
popularity in the Gulf of Aden, customers are absolutely willing to accept your protection.”
After speaking, Charlie said again: “As for the security work of the Third World infrastructure
project, I have asked an elder to help wire it up. According to him, there are so many

overseas demands in this area, and I will be afraid that you will be busy at that time. But
come!”

